Teacher Wu Wah Ying's Memorial Service [2000.03.01]
Tin Wing Sin
Last night, Chan Ching Hai, Chan Chi Man, Wong Ching Kwan, Lam Wai Leung and I
went to the memorial service of Teacher Wu Wah Ying [Just a matter of interest, I just
learnt that his real name was Leslie Ewing] in the HKPCAA monthly meeting. The
service was filled with respect, sentiment, and interest. We learnt a lot about Teacher
Wu's faithful contribution to Pui Ching, his love and care for the students, and even some
of his interesting past. I believe most of us, if not all, were never taught by Teacher Wu
in class and knew him only as the Panel of PE class or the Discipline Head. We knew
him more as a person after the service.

In the service, Lam Wai Leung presented our donation cheque of HKD10,000 to the
HKPCAA on behalf of the Class. The PCAA is very grateful to us and feel encouraged
to receive such an amount when they just begin to launch the campaign for the Teacher
Wu's Memorial Fund. I am sure it will prove to be catalytic in making the Memorial
Fund a success.

Finally I want to thank those of you who responded to our appeal letters by sending in
cheques or pledging for donation. We are particularly encouraged to see that some
classmates continue to pledge even though they have already donated in the first round. I
thank you all for your heartfelt support. If you think your donation may not make a
difference in relation to the need, I can assure you that each dollar does count. A dollar
may not worth much by itself, but the forceful power behind each dollar is beyond your
imagination. Please don't let the Pui Ching Spirit cool down. Send in whatever is
affordable to you.

